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CVI-Entrepreneur Infrastructure Group [Order_EIG]

An overview concerning the world of request and offers for a company or Member/Co-trustee.

● Easily get involved in the CVI-Entrepreneur Infrastructure Group :

● Secure specifc opportunities effciently, to solidify competent entrepreneurial endeavours 
with amplifed resources for enterprise transforming capabilities with creative compensation, 
revenue and conversion options. The account works for and to the beneft of entrepreneurs 
who need additional resources in an amplifed and supportive environment, and also for 
members who would like to acquire something specifc, prefer to have something Made in 
Canada and/or choose to be involved in and promote this noble endeavour with big value,  
offering rare strategic advantages that are unavailable and impossible from big box import 
retail operations. Sustainable work, a revitalized entrepreneurial core and successful industry.

● Enjoy the big picture view and zoom in on something that really interests you. Align choices 
with your values, interests, priorities, needs and desires. Comfortably make solid streamlined 
decisions and go in the direction of powerful integrated logistics for industries, programs, 
projects, products and services and the things that count in your world. 

● Fully loaded with powerful self-directed accounts : more Made in Canada!
UA-Unifed Account; powerful pro entrepreneur, enterprise and promoter options.
DA-Development & Acquisitions Account; go frst class with home base action and reward.
DA: product line development and acquisition special order logistics for secured options.

ETM-Equipment, Tools & Machinery Account; safety, capabilities, productivity and effciency.
ETM: promoting safety, effciency, precision, quality, production and proftability. 

MAC-Material Acquisition & Conversion Account; business, product & wealth generation.
MAC: materials for production runs,  inventory, capitalize on multiplied value from conversion 
to fnished or semi-fnished goods and get what you want! 

● Confdently make decisions for solid and secure compensation, exercise maximum 
business and personal options for acquisitions, product discounts, revenue stream generation 
including sponsor, promotion and sales agent compensation. A special bonus for replying to 
our surveys and being part of the dynamic and innovative business and capital solutions.

● The capacity to optimize raw material conversion, personnel value added contributions and 
investment, infrastructure and tooling, fnal production value and a few more good things that  
you just can’t get any other way, are valuable means to achieve our mutual goals together.

● The main thing is often making a decision, to get started and be involved. With these  
accounts, it's easy.  Find something you can identify with, something you need or want, a new 
advantage or capability, benefts and revenue streams, or even a way to make greater 
contributions to society, a noble cause and vision like any of the high impact enterprise 
transforming resources and capabilities we are promoting here, or quite simply a product or 
service that can be acquired, exchanged or traded. Find a way or invent a solution!

●  Dedicated to generating positive, constructive, effective and proftable combinations to
maximize your options while you review, research and formulate a plan of action.  

An action oriented focus of energy, thinking and direction about major options and what we 
each can do in this membership is presented and promoted. Applied effort, creative thinking,  
empowering belief and operational structures, pro-active, decisiveness, initiative and 
response, individual and team projects are all part of a an essential and practical plan that will  
promote participation, growth, learning, expression of natural gifts, talents and abilities that 
generate greater confdence, assertiveness, independence and success.   Go for it!
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